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In this her new book, Adetutu Ijose ance again seeks to bring attention to yet another overlooked
health effect of computer use.This time she seeks to help the video gamer in achieving life
balance and understanding the heath effects of their activity thereby providing information to
enable the individual take an informed decision and not one based on ignorance.If you are a
gamer or know a gamer or are a potential gamer this book is a must read for you if you want to
live a healthy life without your long term computer use becoming a source of self destruction you
need to get the information provided in this book.Many gamers look at gaming as a form of
leisure. Unfortunately, it is impossible for gaming to be a form of relaxation as inherent in
computer use which gaming really is, is an unnatural stress that is very troubling for the human
system and which we are not coded to deal with naturally.It is important that gamers get this
information, as it is not available anywhere else and putting it bluntly gaming is rooted in
computer use addiction.Whether you use a console or television or cell phone for your gaming
activity, it is still computer use and it has inherent health effect which you need to know about for
your own good.This information is now available, therefore take advantage of the opportunity
provided by this book and avoid becoming a casualty as a result of unnecessary ignorance. Do
not allow yourself to be a tool. Take charge.



The Health Effects of Video Games: What You Need to Know ByAdetutu Ijose KINDLE
EDITION PUBLISHED ON KINDLE BY:Adetutu Ijose The Health Effects of Video GamesWhat
You Need to Know Copyright © 2011 by Adetutu Ijose This ebook is licensed for your personal
enjoyment only No part of this ebook may be resold, given away, reproduced or transmitted in
any form or by any means, graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including copying, recording,
taping, or by any information storage retrieval system, without the permission, in writing, from the
author.If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an additional
copy for each person you share it with. If you're reading this book and did not purchase it, or it
was not purchased for your use only, then you should return to Ebook Tops.com/kindestore and
purchase your own copy. Thank you for your understanding and assistance. The Health Effects
of Video Games: What You Need to Know An Important Caution The advice given in The Health
Effects of Video Games: What You Need to Know is based on an understanding of the effects of
computer use on human behavior gained when I suffered life-threatening consequences of
computer use that could not be effectively diagnosed or treated by conventional medical
science. Because video/computer games are computer devices it is computer use and gamers
are prone to the same health effect as any other computer user. I have used my experience as a
long term computer user as the basis for this book In my case, I was only able to get an
understanding of the problem and identify the solution by studying and gaining an
understanding of the human code of existence from studying the human machine user manual
we call the Bible or Scriptures. I then searched scientific text from all over the world in a bid to
provide these insights to everyone else in a language they can understand. My book Lessons I
Learned the hard way: How to Identify Minimize Treat and Manage Computer Related Health
Conditions a 300 page guide on the subject of Computer use induced health conditions and the
sequel Computer Related Health Conditions: Understanding the Human Computer contain
many of these citations. If you want specific citations or additional information, please get a hold
of these two books This book The Health Effects of Video Games is informational and is a guide
that contains both advice and instructions. It is essential that you read the entire book carefully
and that any decision you make be discussed with your physician and parents if you are a not
yet an adult or any other person of authority in your life before proceeding. This book is not
meant to replace the advice of parents or the service of a health care provider who knows you
personally. An essential element of taking responsibility for your life and health is a regular
medical checkup working in partnership with medical professionals and counselors. And if you
are not yet an adult, having a good relationship with your parents and other persons in authority
over you. If you are under treatment for any computer use induced health condition or if you
suspect you might need such care, you must discuss any insight you gain from this book with
your doctor before starting. 
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by Adetutu Ijose This ebook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only No part of this ebook
may be resold, given away, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, graphic,
electronic, or mechanical, including copying, recording, taping, or by any information storage
retrieval system, without the permission, in writing, from the author.If you would like to share this
book with another person, please purchase an additional copy for each person you share it with.
If you're reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then
you should return to Ebook Tops.com/kindestore and purchase your own copy. Thank you for
your understanding and assistance. The Health Effects of Video Games: What You Need to
Know An Important Caution The advice given in The Health Effects of Video Games: What You
Need to Know is based on an understanding of the effects of computer use on human behavior
gained when I suffered life-threatening consequences of computer use that could not be
effectively diagnosed or treated by conventional medical science. Because video/computer
games are computer devices it is computer use and gamers are prone to the same health effect
as any other computer user. I have used my experience as a long term computer user as the
basis for this book In my case, I was only able to get an understanding of the problem and
identify the solution by studying and gaining an understanding of the human code of existence
from studying the human machine user manual we call the Bible or Scriptures. I then searched
scientific text from all over the world in a bid to provide these insights to everyone else in a
language they can understand. My book Lessons I Learned the hard way: How to Identify
Minimize Treat and Manage Computer Related Health Conditions a 300 page guide on the
subject of Computer use induced health conditions and the sequel Computer Related Health
Conditions: Understanding the Human Computer contain many of these citations. If you want
specific citations or additional information, please get a hold of these two books This book The
Health Effects of Video Games is informational and is a guide that contains both advice and
instructions. It is essential that you read the entire book carefully and that any decision you make
be discussed with your physician and parents if you are a not yet an adult or any other person of
authority in your life before proceeding. This book is not meant to replace the advice of parents
or the service of a health care provider who knows you personally. An essential element of
taking responsibility for your life and health is a regular medical checkup working in partnership
with medical professionals and counselors. And if you are not yet an adult, having a good
relationship with your parents and other persons in authority over you. If you are under treatment
for any computer use induced health condition or if you suspect you might need such care, you
must discuss any insight you gain from this book with your doctor before starting. Please read
the entire book carefully and help yourself and all you know. You can be a long-term computer
user without self-destroying but you must first acknowledge the need to do something. All the
solutions are natural, cheap and do not involve medication. In fact medicine is stressful to the
body and one that is already weakened from the health effects of computer use should not be
medicated. That will increase the stress and start a new problems involving unnecessary costs
that could bankrupt individuals and societally as a nation and even globally. We therefore need



to change the way we have been looking at this issue if we want to remain a healthy prosperous
population on earth. One thing though, you must not self diagnose just look for a doctor who is
ready to use other measures apart from medication as you will need close monitoring and some
tests to identify what is depleted or missing in your body’s system as a result of your computer
use. These tests do not show everything but are a good starting point. Computers are here to
stay and can never be as safe as claimed. The computer use environment for example makes us
look di-rectly at a source of light to read, which is contrary to our natural way of never looking
directly at the sun (our natural coded source of reading light). It is always important to remember
that the human body is a coded machine i.e. living computer and like every other computer will
have a problem when systems or software not coded with it are introduced to complement or
replace its coded system.. Table of Contents An Important Caution Chapter 1:What are Video
Games Chapter 2: Who are Today’s Video Gamers Chapter 3: The Mindset of the Video
Gamer Chapter 4: Video Games Statistics Chapter 5: How Video Games Affect Human
Health Chapter 6: Biochemicals Chapter 7: How the Human System Works Chapter 8: Practical
preventive and protective Measures Note to Doctors – Supplementation Note to the
Reader References Chapter 1What are Video Games The Merriam-Webster dictionary
defines a video game as “an electronic game played by means of images on a video screen and
often emphasizing fast action”. The terms Video games and computer game are used
synonymously in this book and refer to the same genre of games. A few decades ago video/
computer games were restricted to games that involved looking for a way out of a maze, battling
imaginary monsters, shooting aliens and rescuing princesses from digital castles. Today, there
are various kinds of video games. Some involve physical exercise moves, some are dancing
games, some are role plays enabling people to take on various characters and pretend to be
someone else. These I would classify as acting games. These acting games fall into various
classes. Some are violent action games, some are emotional that can have lasting emotional
consequences people do not take into consideration when starting these games. There are
some games that involve just one player on their computer and there are many new interactive
games that have many players taking on roles as avatars much like animated films or TV
shows. The arena of video games has even expanded into the workplace with companies now
presenting problems, new ideas and innovation as video games to staff in a bid to make work
more game like as a way of making it easier for people to generate new solutions and ideas. This
works on the premise that making work fun and seemingly relaxing reduces stress thereby
freeing up the mind to empower it generate new ideas. An example of such a game is Foldit
created by Adrien Treuille and reported in a CNN article 1–1 Unfortunately there is nothing
relaxing in computer use. The various devices for video game playing such as the Xbox, PS3
and so on are all computerized systems i.e. they are computers. People mix up dopamine/
noradrenalin/adrenalin rush resulting from biochemical depletions inherent in computer use with
relaxation. This is much the same thing as happens when people take drugs and think it relaxes
them due to the dopamine rush they experience as a result of the depletion of other



biochemicals responsible for controlling the production and release of dopamine. Consequently
extensive video gaming is actually a computer use addiction activity. It relies on a person getting
addicted to computer use and experiencing its biochemical consequences for pleasure to be felt
from its use. It can consequently be classified as a long term mental destabilization game. This
fact is not recognized by people and even the medical profession has not caught on to this fact
though today there are so many casualties of video games being treated for various mental
issues including anxiety, bipolar, ADHD, depression and so on. Computer use induced health
effects are not taught in medical school neither is it something that many doctors want to
admit. There is a false premise in the community of humans on the earth today that commerce is
more important than human life and consequently the human is disposable and second class to
commerce. Hence more is done to ensure commerce continues than to ensure human life is not
destroyed. This way of thinking is self-destructive and leads to inventions and innovations that
have health consequences being touted as safe and good, even when the potential for harm is
known. Today many lives are being lost from computer use effects however society itself is not
willing to acknowledge this because everyone is more concerned about obtaining information,
learning something new, making money and so on than about preserving life even when it is
their own. This attitude we will read in this book is evidence of biochemical depletion in the
human population on earth today. Survival depends on each person taking the right decision for
themselves as individual as the collective will for survival is no longer a given. Read on and learn
more to help you take the right decisions for your own survival.Let me be clear. The problem is
not that we are using the computer. The problem is how we are using it and the fact that the
focus is on using it to make as much money as possible regardless of the cost to human life
even if that life is ours. It is a pity because it does not have to be this way. We do not have to
sacrifice ourselves on the altar of greed. There is a better way. We can use computers without
self destroying but we must put in place the measures required and acknowledge that computer
use has a health cost we cannot wish away because this cost is inherent in computer use. 

In fact medicine is stressful to the body and one that is already weakened from the health
effects of computer use should not be medicated. That will increase the stress and start a new
problems involving unnecessary costs that could bankrupt individuals and societally as a nation
and even globally. We therefore need to change the way we have been looking at this issue if we
want to remain a healthy prosperous population on earth. One thing though, you must not self
diagnose just look for a doctor who is ready to use other measures apart from medication as you
will need close monitoring and some tests to identify what is depleted or missing in your body’s
system as a result of your computer use. These tests do not show everything but are a good
starting point. Computers are here to stay and can never be as safe as claimed. The computer
use environment for example makes us look di-rectly at a source of light to read, which is
contrary to our natural way of never looking directly at the sun (our natural coded source of
reading light). It is always important to remember that the human body is a coded machine i.e.



living computer and like every other computer will have a problem when systems or software not
coded with it are introduced to complement or replace its coded system.. Table of Contents An
Important Caution Chapter 1:What are Video Games Chapter 2: Who are Today’s Video
Gamers Chapter 3: The Mindset of the Video Gamer Chapter 4: Video Games Statistics Chapter
5: How Video Games Affect Human Health Chapter 6: Biochemicals Chapter 7: How the Human
System Works Chapter 8: Practical preventive and protective Measures Note to Doctors –
Supplementation Note to the Reader References Chapter 1What are Video Games The
Merriam-Webster dictionary defines a video game as “an electronic game played by means of
images on a video screen and often emphasizing fast action”. The terms Video games and
computer game are used synonymously in this book and refer to the same genre of games. A
few decades ago video/computer games were restricted to games that involved looking for a
way out of a maze, battling imaginary monsters, shooting aliens and rescuing princesses from
digital castles. Today, there are various kinds of video games. Some involve physical exercise
moves, some are dancing games, some are role plays enabling people to take on various
characters and pretend to be someone else. These I would classify as acting games. These
acting games fall into various classes. Some are violent action games, some are emotional that
can have lasting emotional consequences people do not take into consideration when starting
these games. There are some games that involve just one player on their computer and there
are many new interactive games that have many players taking on roles as avatars much like
animated films or TV shows. The arena of video games has even expanded into the workplace
with companies now presenting problems, new ideas and innovation as video games to staff in a
bid to make work more game like as a way of making it easier for people to generate new
solutions and ideas. This works on the premise that making work fun and seemingly relaxing
reduces stress thereby freeing up the mind to empower it generate new ideas. An example of
such a game is Foldit created by Adrien Treuille and reported in a CNN article 1–1 Unfortunately
there is nothing relaxing in computer use. The various devices for video game playing such as
the Xbox, PS3 and so on are all computerized systems i.e. they are computers. People mix up
dopamine/noradrenalin/adrenalin rush resulting from biochemical depletions inherent in
computer use with relaxation. This is much the same thing as happens when people take drugs
and think it relaxes them due to the dopamine rush they experience as a result of the depletion
of other biochemicals responsible for controlling the production and release of
dopamine. Consequently extensive video gaming is actually a computer use addiction activity. It
relies on a person getting addicted to computer use and experiencing its biochemical
consequences for pleasure to be felt from its use. It can consequently be classified as a long
term mental destabilization game. This fact is not recognized by people and even the medical
profession has not caught on to this fact though today there are so many casualties of video
games being treated for various mental issues including anxiety, bipolar, ADHD, depression and
so on. Computer use induced health effects are not taught in medical school neither is it
something that many doctors want to admit. There is a false premise in the community of



humans on the earth today that commerce is more important than human life and consequently
the human is disposable and second class to commerce. Hence more is done to ensure
commerce continues than to ensure human life is not destroyed. This way of thinking is self-
destructive and leads to inventions and innovations that have health consequences being touted
as safe and good, even when the potential for harm is known. Today many lives are being lost
from computer use effects however society itself is not willing to acknowledge this because
everyone is more concerned about obtaining information, learning something new, making
money and so on than about preserving life even when it is their own. This attitude we will read in
this book is evidence of biochemical depletion in the human population on earth today. Survival
depends on each person taking the right decision for themselves as individual as the collective
will for survival is no longer a given. Read on and learn more to help you take the right decisions
for your own survival.Let me be clear. The problem is not that we are using the computer. The
problem is how we are using it and the fact that the focus is on using it to make as much money
as possible regardless of the cost to human life even if that life is ours. It is a pity because it does
not have to be this way. We do not have to sacrifice ourselves on the altar of greed. There is a
better way. We can use computers without self destroying but we must put in place the measures
required and acknowledge that computer use has a health cost we cannot wish away because
this cost is inherent in computer use. Though we cannot eliminate it we can reduce the cost so
we do not self destroy. Long-term computer use can either be a curse or a blessing. We get to
choose which way it will be on a individual basis. This is a case where following the herd is not a
wise idea. Back to the Top Chapter 2Who are today’s video Gamers In bygone years, video
games were mainly played by children, teens and young adults. However today gamers are of all
stripes and age groups and demographics. That is because now there are game for everything
conceivable. It is not only card playing or dungeons and other childhood and animated character
stories that are made into video games. The exercise videogames that mimic the various sports
are particularly popular. Some parents use it to have a family time with their children Meanwhile
the ones that enable people to have interactive activities using avatar characters to enact family
relationships and so on entice people who are looking for personal relationships or who may
have relational issues and are looking for a way to ease their hurt or loneliness. This is called
participating in virtual worlds. Reports abound in the news of people following up in their real
lives with these virtual world activities (I call this virtual entrapment i.e. inability to differentiate
between the real world and the artificial one created on the web) leading to dire consequences
including murder and suicide. Many fall into this entrapment because they are so simplistic and
are what they would like their lives to be like and so they fall into the temptation of living out their
fantasies in real life. Others on the other hand become severely depleted in certain
neurotransmitters as a result of cumulative hours of being in this artificial world that they are
unable to gain enough back to enable them function properly and may end up being
misdiagnosed as having mental trouble. They may begin hearing voices, confuse real people
with virtual characters, have memory loss of real occurrences remembering virtual ones instead



and so on. In some cases they get to meet the people behind the avatar leading sometimes to
death, kidnapping and so on as we read and hear about in the news especially when children
who are so vulnerable are involved. I have read that in Japan, men find it hard to find girlfriends
and wives and consequently virtually live in the virtual world looking to use it to provide
emotional solace. There is now such a thing as Internet sex that is breaking up families and
costing people their jobs. These virtual worlds have in fact made it easy for pedophiles to prey on
kids by hiding behind avatars until the children become so emotionally involved they are lured
into enacting the avatar experiences in real life. Parents, beware of virtual sites. Know what your
child is doing. Virtual worlds are not harmless because they are not real. They are very
dangerous as there are real people behind those avatars. It is wise to be careful if you do not
know who is behind an avatar. All may not be as presented during the game. Consequently,
there is no one size fits all definition of today’s video gamer. It could be just about anyone. A Pew
Research survey on cash for content on the internet carried out between October and
November 2010, 2–1 found that 5% of internet users had downloaded video games and %%
had paid for tools to use in computer or video games and 5% had paid fro “cheats” or “codes” to
help them in video games. In addition a Pew Research survey on generational online activities in
2010, 2–2 found that Millennials i.e. adults aged 18 – 33 surpassed their elders in several online
activities including participating in virtual worlds. It seems the kids that got wired into video
games a decade or so ago have continued with their gaming activities getting more wired and
under the control of impulses that require fast moving and acting activities. This seems to have
resulted in people being overly electrically charged having been hooked as kids. Small wonder
many now have various relational and emotional problems including loneliness, communication
problems, inability to calm down, seemingly always impulsive, unable to handle pressure and so
on. The result is an alarming rise in mental illness (even before the economic downturn of 2008)
including attention deficit and depression (please read my book – Computer use induced stress
to lean more about this subject) Back to the Top Chapter 3The Mindset of the video gamer The
video gamer is an adventurer looking for excitement or way out of boredom or someone looking
for something to do to at least prevent them from dwelling on their problems i.e. someone
looking for a way of escape from reality even if briefly. Some gamers actually turn to video games
out of laziness as a way to while away time instead of doing something as time consuming as
reading for example. Some are reluctant to get off the computer to rest from work and instead
turn to video games as a way of leisure. For children whose brains are still in the developmental
state and still rapidly changing, the rapid movement of light fields in these games fit in with their
personality of rapid change. The way our hearts receive information in real life is different from
the information overload from computer and video games, which may seem challenging and
mistakened for a stimulating challenging activity by the gamer. It may seem a good way to
challenge mental capabilities and exercising and a way to learn how to achieve higher goal but
in truth it uses up the mental capabilities of the gamer making it more difficult for him or her to
process things independent of the game.
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